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Tasso’s influence on music has been studied most in reference to the elite court cultures of 
Ferrara and Mantua where he worked, and to composers who lived and worked in the same 
milieu. However, for many composers outside of these circles the engagement with Tasso seems 
more incidental: more than a quarter of the Rime settings included in TiMP are by composers 
who only set one or two of Tasso’s poems. This paper will consider some of the ways Tasso’s 
presence in these and other generally un-Tassian books comes across, with particular reference to 
unpretentious canzonetta settings destined more for marketplaces than for courts. The first 
published canzonetta setting of Tasso, Orazio Vecchi’s “Se’l vostro volto è d’un aria gentil” (ca. 
1579) was in a book squarely (and successfully) aimed at recreational singers. Paolo Bozi’s 1591 
Canzonette a3 were published several years after he left a position in Mantua, where he might 
have encountered Tasso personally; but by the mid-1590s Tasso’s poetry had attained exemplary 
status even for musicians well beyond his immediate orbit, and it is presented as such in Aurelio 
Bonelli’s Primo libro delle villanelle a tre (1596), which includes a group of arias for singing 
standard verse forms: Tasso’s “Ben può ritrar le tue fattezze” is given as the sample text for the 
“Aria per Sonetti.” The dedication of various individual pieces in Bonelli’s book to citizens and 
minor aristocrats of Bologna are suggestive of its sub-courtly audience. The opposite situation 
occurs in the anonymous Lodi e canzonette spirituali (1608). In this large compilation of 
previously published spiritual songs, poems are grouped by verse structure (maniera), with a 
single musical setting provided for most groups. Tasso’s “Dove rivolgi, o lusinghier fallace” is 
the penultimate poem in the last group, and Tasso is named as the author, but no musical setting 
is provided for the maniera. While Tasso’s poem here takes pride of place, the music to which it 
might be heard is left to happenstance. 
 


